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Media is everywhere and take part of the daily life. It plays an eminent part in the process of learning because it has potential to mould individual, uplift the way they perceive and knows the world consequences of life and our immediate reality.

The importance of print media in the field of education is very significant. Print media like newspapers, journals and magazines are the basic channels of communication between one sources to other. There are some which were printed in its own dialect that made it easier to understand and spread the news with others. We keep in touch of the daily news, happenings in the country, new inventions and the modern study in education. Printout media are rich sources of knowledge that can be adopt to the curriculum on life – long learning.

Journals are magazine print on the daily bases and topics. This may support the topics and knowledge being discuss on the class. Through this, learners can see that the lessons that can be applied on their daily life.

Books are the common printed media used on the classroom instructions. A lot of material formal and informal education has books. Most learners were used to use it In spite of the modern technology still, the books are the popular medium in learning.
Even the education gradually adopts on the fast hanging world by integrating technology on the teaching – learning process, print out media are still reliable and can be depend upon by teachers, learners and community to develop and nurture the learners.
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